Invitation to Brussels Open Days urban-rural and peri-urban event

Julian Jansen – Physical Planning Department (DRO), City of Amsterdam
j.jansen@dro.amsterdam.nl, tel. +31 20 255 1561

Poznań, PURPLE conference and General Assembly

13 June 2013
- Amsterdam is member of Eurocities, PURPLE Randstad region and vice-president of METREX
- Working on sustainable development of both urban, peri-urban and rural areas
- Integrated strategic planning as an instrument
SUSTAINABLE LAND USE DEVELOPMENT
Amsterdam Structural Vision 2040: Metropolitan landscape
RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Food strategy Amsterdam: regional dimension of food chain
SOLIDARITY ON FUTURE CHALLENGES OF COHESION - DEMOGRAPHY

Amsterdam Responsible Capital: Cooperation with remote shrinking areas

Amsterdam 1978

Delfzijl area 2011
European initiatives on the benefits of urban-rural and peri-urban cooperation

- Shared visions, open processes and dialogues, equal respect for specific local qualities in integrated development and functional cooperation
- Processes of trust building and focusing on shared interests and mutual benefits
- Several initiatives on cooperation from the networks and RURBAN study OECD
- Brussels Open Days event 8 October HNP office 12-15pm before PURPLE GA
- Economic development and Food security from urban-rural and peri-urban cooperation models
- Hosted by Brabantstad, PURPLE, METREX, EUROCITIES, AEIAR and others together with DG REGIO, DG AGRI, OECD